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Corrections 

Pg Error Correction 

ii Printing 2 Change to 3rd printing 

34 Table 3.1 8th entry, remove "CLONE_SETTLE" 
entry 

Should be deleted. 



36 1st bullet, remove underlining: "Now it calls 
__exit_mm() to..." 

should be "Now it calls exit_mm() to..." 

91 3rd sentence after heading "Status of the 
Interrupt System" has typo: 
"<asm/harding.h>," 

should be "<asm/hardinq.h>," 

140 2nd paragraph after "Spin Locks and Bottom 
Halves", missing word: "...between a bottom 
half process context,..." 

should be "...between a bottom half and process 
context,..." 

141 Last line of code on page, typo; 
"write_unlock(&mr_lock);" 

should be "write_unlock(&mr_rwlock);" 

145 2nd to last sentence on page, wrong word: 
"...given semaphore with blocking." 

should be "...given semaphore without blocking." 

147 Last line of code on page, typo: 
"up_write($mr_sem);" 

should be "up_write($mr_rwsem);" 

129 Last paragraph, missing word: "...but you drop 
it ..." 

should be: "...but you can drop it..." 

246 2nd paragraph after heading String Data Type 
Attributes, incorrect term: "The CHARACTER 
SET and COLLATION ..." 

should be "The CHARACTER SET and COLLATE ..." . 

246 3rd paragraph after heading String Data Type 
Attributes, incorrect term: "When you specify 
the CHARACTER SET and COLLATION..." 

should be "The CHARACTER SET and COLLATE ..." 

681 1st bullet half way down the page, missing 
plural: "...indexes on its column retain their..." 

should be "...indexes on its columns retain their..." 

 
794 3rd bulleted paragraph, missing hyphen: 

"begins with mysql.essential." 
should be "begins with mysql-essential." 



799 2nd bulleted statement, change text: "(the 
width of the integer component)," 

should be "(the number of significant digits)," 

967 5th line of code under INSERT, delete wrong 
code: "[DELAYED | LOW_PRIORITY |..." 

should be "[LOW_PRIORITY |..." 

This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints 
are updated during the reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet. 


